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1. INTRODUCTION 
We derive estimates for the error in interpolating ex by rational functions 
of degree n on intervals of length less than two. Let z,, denote the class of all 
polynomials of degree at most n with real coeffkients. Our main result is the 
following: 
THEOREM 1. Let yl, y2 ,..., y2n+l be points (not necessarily distinct) in 
[0, a], where a < 2. Choose P,, Q, E q, so that 
PAYS - Qn<Yi> e- yi = 0 for i= I,2 ,..., 2n + 1. 
Then, for x E [0, a], 
IP,WQ,(4 - e-'I 
< 2efieZG 
( 1 
n!(n + l)! 2nt1 
\ 2-a n tx - Yi) * (2n)!(2n + I)! i=, 
Furthermore, Q, has positive coeflcients. 
Let 
lm,n[a, b] = min pen,,qsn II@ -i4kWn(xIl~a,bI 9n 
where (I - )I denotes the supremum norm on [a, b]. 
The following conjecture was made by G. Meinardus in 1964. 
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CONJECTURE [3, p. 1681. 
&,[-1, 1 I = 
m! n! 
2m+n(m + n)!(m + n + I)! (’ + O(l))’ 
D. J. Newman, through some clever manipulation of the Pade approximant, 
has recently proved 
THEOREM A [5,p. 241. 
fL,“[-l~ 11 G 2nltn 
8m! n! 
(m + n)!(m + n + l)! ’ 
G. Nlmeth ([4], see also Braess [ 11) has shown 
THEOREM B. 
n! n! 
An*n[-l’ ‘I = 4”(2n)!(2n + l)! (1 + O(l))* 
If we choose the yi in Theorem 1 to be the zeros of the (2n + 1)st 
Chebyshev polynomial (shifted to [0, a]) then we see that, up to the “slowly 
growing” e ‘6 term, we get essentially the right order of approximation. In 
light of Theorems A and B it seems plausible that the initial bracketed term 
of the error estimate is superfluous. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose that P,, Q, E rr, and suppose that P,(x) - Q,(x) e-I has 2n + 1 
zeros on the interval [0, a]. If Q,(x) = q. + q,x + .a. + qnxn then 
(Pn(x) - Q,(x) e-x)(nt I) 
= (Q,(x) eex)(“+ ‘) 
= ‘$‘. (n : ’ ) Qjk)e-x(-l)(nt’-k) 
= (-I)“+’ eex go $ g: (": ') (-l)'(k+j)!qktj* 
(l) 
Since (Q,(x)e- ) X (nt ‘) has n zeros on [0, a], we deduce that there exist 
j?, ,..., /3, E [0, o] so that 
(-l)‘(k+j)l qk+j=qn k (x-Pi). 
i=l 
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Thus, if q, nyzl(x -/Ii) = b, + b,x + .a* + b,,x”, we have 
(y ),- (y ),+ (“:‘)>..., (-1)” (“31’) 
0, (“i’ ), - ( y1 ) )..., (-I)“-’ (I’:) 
0, 0, (“i’ ), . ..) (-1)“-2 (ET; ) 
We can invert (2) to obtain 
0, 0, 0, . ..) n i i n 
n+l ( i 0 
b, O! 
b, 1 
b, 2! 
b,n’ 
= 
?oO! 
411 
q22 
q,n 
! 
! : 
! 
J 
qoo 
911 
q22 
qnn 
= 
L 
boo!- 
b, l! 
b, 2! 
b,n! 
(2) 
(3) 
We observe that (3) can be easily derived from (2) combined with the facts 
that the (m, n) Padk approximant o e-l is given by 
m i 1 n i: v ( 1 
LEO m+n 
( ) 
v! Lo 
(-x)” “, v 5. 
I n+m v. 
V ( 1 V 
and that for the PadC approximant b, = b, = e.. = b,- 1 = 0. 
We are now in a position to prove the following: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that P,(x) E z,, and suppose that Q, = q. + 
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q,x + *a* + q”X”, where q0 > 0. Suppose also that P,(x) - Q,(x) e-’ has 
2n + 1 zeros at y1 ,..., YZnfl E [0, a]. Then, if a < 2, Q, has positive coef- 
ficients and 
2 
( 1 
n. I - - 
qn< 2-a (2n)! 40. 
ProoJ The first part follows from an examination of (3) using the facts 
that for i < n, 
(i- l)! Ibi-,I<a(i!)lbil and (n’A-l)<-$(n:i). 
The second part is proved by noting that 
qO>n! IhI(i:)-(n-l)!lb.-,l(2nn1) 
2 l-+ yq.. 1 ( 1. 
The next lemma is a slight adaptation of a result of S. N. Bernstein 
[2, P. 381. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that f and g are m + 1 times continuously differen- 
tiable on [a, b] and suppose that f(x) = g(x) = 0 has m + 1 solutions on 
[a, b]. If 
then 
If mtlyx)l <gcm+l, C-4 for x E [a, bl 
If( < I&)l for xE Lb]. 
LEMMA 3 [3, pp. 16 and 1651. (a) Zf y ,,..., Y,+~+~ E [a, b] then there 
exist P, E z,,,, Q, E II,, so that 
Pm(Yi) - Qn(Yi) epyi = 0 for i= 1, 2 ,..., n + m + 1. 
(b) rfP:En,, Q,*En,and 
IWx - PZ/Q,*Ilr,,bI = min 
P,En,.Q,En” 
Ilemx - LIQnllra,bI 
then Pz/Qz interpolates e-I at exactly n + m + 1 points in [a, b]. 
640/35/2-4 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Lemma 3 guarantees the existence of P, and Q, with the desired inter- 
polation property. We may assume that 
Q,(x)=q,,+ ... +q+,x”-’ +x”. 
Then, as in (I), there exist /II, ,..., /I,, E [0, a] so that 
(Q,(x) ee )(“+‘) = (-I)“+’ e-’ fi (x-pi) 
= (-l)“+’ e-“R,(x). 
Hence, 
(Q,(x) e-x)(Znt') = (-I)"+] (-l)k e-"Rr-k)(x). 
Since Rpmk’(x) = n!/k! nf= I(x -P~,~), where P,,~ E [0, a], we have 
[(Q,(x) eex)(“‘+ ‘) < IL/go (:)gak 
gn! f n!ak 
k,o k! k!(n - k)! ’ 
By Stirling’s formula, n”e-” < n! < e fin”e-“, 
n! ak e fiakeknn 
k! k!(n - k)! ’ kkkk(,, - k)“-k 
A little elementary calculus reveals that (ae2n/k2)k has a maximum at 
k =$% and hence, 
[(Q,(x) e-x)(z”+‘)l < (n + l)! e fie*G. 
We apply Lemma 2 using 172 = 2n + 1, 
f(x) = p,(x) - Q,(x) epxI 
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and 
and deduce that for x E [0, a], 
We complete the result by appealing to Lemma 1 to show that for x > 0, 
The (1, 1) Padi approximant o eeX has denominator Q(x) = 1 + ix. It 
follows that the (1, 1) rational function that interpolates eeX with 
multiplicity three at any point p will have denominator QB(x) = 1 + f(x - j3). 
In particular if p > 2 then Qs does not have positive coefficients. This shows 
that a < 2 is essential, at least for the n = 1 case, in Theorem 1. 
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